INTRODUCTION
SDG Coordination Centre (SDGCC)
To implement the ambitious targets set in SDG 2030, the Government of Punjab in August 2019 signed
a MOA with UNDP to establish SDG Coordination Centre (SDGCC) under Punjab State Board for Economic
Policy and Planning. The UNDP focus is to support the States in localisation, integration and providing
technical capacity for implementation framework for SDGs.
SDGCC is a team of experts for working closely with relevant government departments, technical
agencies, UN agencies, civil society organization and academic institutions to provide the requisite
impetus to the state government’s initiative in rolling out the SDG framework and achieving the SDGs.
SDGCC is expected to catalyse the actions around making Punjab Govt. achieving the global goals by
2030 by performing the role of a think tank and solutions provider to the State. In effect SDGCC is The
Enabler.

UN SDG 2030 Goals are meant to make our world which is equal, just, sustainable, resilient to pandemics
and where the coming generations can thrive. It’s been more than 4 years since the SDGs officially came
into force from 1 January 2016; but still many stakeholders have not been made aware about them and
how they can help create a better world.
The implementation of SDGs necessitates that the WHOLE OF GOVERNMENT and WHOLE OF SOCIETY
approaches are followed. In the post COVID-19 scenario SDGs have assumed that much more importance
in helping create a new normal. There are many people who are anyways working in their own way
towards creating a better world.
SDG ACTION AWARDS is an innovative instrument which will encourage, promote and back the efforts
of all change makers who are working towards making the world a better place. Since SDGs were signed
on September 25 and that is celebrated as the UN SDG it was in order to celebrate it through an event.
However due to the pandemic lockdown, no physical meetings were possible, hence a first of its kind,
virtual award ceremony was planned.

The awards intend to:
1. Create Awareness and providing information about SDGs in all Stakeholders
2. Celebrate & felicitate the change creators, the ‘DOERS’
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3. Encourage innovation & similar solutions to states’ devolvement issues
4. Promote solutions to States’ issues, as work done in line with SDGs principles
5. Create a spirit of competition among districts to promote innovation and bring out more
champions.

1. SDG Action Award for Economic sustainability
This category was for the person/organization that
have

implemented

an

innovation/idea

towards

reducing/alleviating poverty, reducing hunger, bringing
innovation in industry etc. This award was for
people/institution who have contributed to SDGs –
1,2,3, 8 & 9

2. SDG Action Award for Social upliftment and welfare
This category was for the person/organization that have carried out
interventions that support social issues. These issues relate to our
wellbeing and include aspects like healthcare, education, sex ratio
etc. These people have worked to ensure that individuals have
access to social services and do not suffer through lack of knowledge
of their rights and exercise a responsible influence on the
development of social policies and services. This award was for
people/institution who have contributed to SDGs – 4,5,10,11,16 &
17

3. SDG Action Award for Environmental sustainability
This category was for the person/organization that have
carried out interventions that resolve issues of air and
water pollution, solid waste management, ecosystem
management, maintenance of biodiversity, and the
protection of natural resources, wildlife and endangered
species. This award was for people/institution who have
contributed to SDGs – 6, 7, 12, 13, 14 & 15
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4. SDG Action Award which exemplifies “Leaving no one
behind” spirit
This category is for the person/organization that has carried
out interventions that address inequality by focusing on those
“left behind” at the bottom. It for recognizing efforts which
have sparked the conversation about concentration of wealth,
income and decision‐making power at the top and break the
link between economic and social exclusion and decision‐
making power.

5. SDG Action Award which promote integration,
convergence, joint action and holistic solutions approach.
This category is for the person/organization that have
carried out interventions which have brought together the
set of stakeholders associated with an issue. This category
is to appreciate efforts which break silos and bring together
multiple stakeholders to resolve an issue.

There was no monetary award. Winners were given:
▪ Awards Trophy & Certificate
▪ Publicity on social media handles of SDGCC.

TROPHY

CERTIFICATE
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THE PROCESS
After discussing the awards concept and seeking a go ahead from Govt. of Punjab, a core event
committee was set up. This committee comprised Awareness Generation & Capacity Building leads of
both SDGCC Punjab & Haryana, Resource mobilization lead (SDGCC Punjab), Event coordinator (engaged
for the event for duration of 1 month) and the North Region Head, UNDP.
This was followed up by developing ToRs and engaging following 2 agencies:
1. Digital Marketing and Nomination seeking & collating agency and
2. Virtual event execution agency
The digital marketing agency was immediately put to task for making live the event website (www.sdgawards.com) with following details:
▪
▪
▪

Information about what SDGs are
The Award Categories and
Nomination Form

Awards Webpage
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Alongside, the event logo and announcement poster were also developed and released on all social
media platforms of SDGCC Punjab.

Announcement Poster
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The nomination process was initiated by the agency by setting up an exclusive research team comprising
5 PhD & research scholars and a 4 persons caller team to seek nominations from across the state. Besides
this team, official letters were issued from the office of Principal Secretary, Deptt. of Planning, GoP to all
GoP departments, top 15 Universities of the State and the Publicity Department of GoP. (Letters at Annex
1).
The original date for submission of nominations/entries was 16 th September, however due to
enthusiastic response from the Govt. of Punjab departments, the date was extended to 21 st Sept. The
combined efforts of the research team and publicity activities resulted in total of 312 entries being
received within a short span of 3 weeks (7th – 21st Sept’20).

A panel of 5 members lead by a Jury Chair was identified by SDGCC-Punjab. All jury members were
imminent personalities from fields representing the pillars of sustainable devolvement. Brief profile of
the jury is as following
Vivek Atray – Jury Chair
Vivek Atray, ex IAS, is a Motivational Speaker, Author, Mentor, Advisor, Columnist and Visiting Professor.
He resigned from the Indian Administrative Service (IAS) in 2017. He has given 8 TEDx Talks and 3 highly
popular JOSH Talks. Over 25 lakh people have viewed his videos on YouTube. He is the founder of
SUVICHAR Think Tank, Visiting Professor at Shoolini University, member of the CSR Advisory Board of
ACTION AID. He is also a founder of the Vibrant Networking Forum, Chandigarh Literary Society and CoConvenor of INTACH Chandigarh. He is a member of the Governor's Advisory Council for Chandigarh UT.
As Director IT he was the man behind the Chandigarh IT Park. He spearheaded the award winning
e-SAMPARK project. He also helped to place Chandigarh on the Tourism map, as Director Tourism. He
was quoted by The New York Times and The Observer of UK during this period. As DC Panchkula he
initiated projects such as Aadar Samman (Respect for the Elderly). He was Advisor KPMG & PwC on a 2
year sabbatical from Government.
Neelam Mansigh Chowdhry
Dr. Neelam Mansingh Chowdhry is a Chandigarh based theatre artist. She was awarded the Padma Shri
Award in 2011. She has also been awarded the 2003 Sangeet Natak Akademi Award and the 2004
Shiromani Bhasha Vibhag Award of Govt. of Punjab. She has taught at Panjab University, Chandigarh and
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worked at Bharat Bhavan, Bhopal. With her theatre group called 'The Company' she has produced many
plays and staged them in many cities of the world including London, Perth, Los Angeles, etc. Her most
recent work has been with the artists of the National School of Drama, Delhi.
Neena Singh
Neena Singh, former senior banker (Executive Vice President, HDFC Bank), now runs an NGO - Bharat
Prakash Foundation at Chandigarh, working for quality interventions in education and health of
underprivileged children. Neena has received awards and accolades for her contribution in banking,
management and social work. She has been conferred a Lifetime Achievement Award by the Chandigarh
Management Association for Innovation & Creativity in Banking. The Governor of Punjab and the
Chandigarh Administration have awarded her contribution in social work. The Education Quality
Foundation of India has bestowed a National Award to her NGO for excellence in education. After three
decades of working in the corporate sector, Neena devotes her time now to social work, reading and
writing.
Lt Gen Paramjit Singh, AVSM, VSM (Retd.)
Lt Gen Paramjit Singh, AVSM, VSM (Retd.) is a specialist in sustainment, production and training on
weapon systems. Mr. Singh has a vast experience in high-altitude warfare, including a tenure at the
Siachen Glacier.
He, as Major General, General Staff, Northern Command headquarters, played a pivotal role in
strategizing military response to agitations that erupted in 2016. He spent most of his career conducting
counter insurgency operations in Jammu and Kashmir, besides taking part in operations against the LTTE
in Sri Lanka. Mr. Singh has the distinction of commanding the elite Siachen Brigade and an infantry
division on the LoC in Jammu and Kashmir. Mr. Singh has held various prestigious instructional
appointments, which include instructor at the Indian Military Academy, the Indian Army Training Team
at Botswana, Africa, and directing staff at the Higher Command Wing at Army War College.
Mr. Singh was also involved in humanitarian relief operations in Jammu and Kashmir post the earthquake
in 2005, cloudburst in Ladakh in 2010 and devastating floods in the valley in 2014. A highly decorated
officer, he during his career span of 36 years has been awarded for both gallantry and distinguished
services with Army Commanders Commendation twice, Sena Medal and Ati Vishist Seva Medal.

Vikas Tiwari
Mr. Vikas Tiwari is engaged with MY FM Radio Station (Dainik Bhaskar Group) as a Product Head and
National Content Head; driving the content of 30 radio stations of MY FM. Mr. Tiwari has over 2 decades
of experience in Media. He has been leading teams for TV & Radio Programming, TV news casting, script
writing (Radio and TV) and conceptualizing programs and news.
Mr. Vikas in 2009 has scripted and hosted over 50 episodes of ‘Paryavaran Darshan’ informing and
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educating people about environment and also spreading awareness about conserving it. He has
conceptualised and executed "Plastic Bharat Chhodo" activity across 30 stations of MY FM. "Aha Zindagi"
focussing on the mental well-being of the people during the pandemic and ‘MY FM hai Why FM’, where
RJs took experts, cops, lawyers on rape incidents and the larger issue of law and order; are also
conceptualized and executed by Mr. Tiwari. He is associated with 'Aide et Action', supporting early
childhood care and education, access and quality of education at the primary and secondary levels, as
well as vocational training and social inclusion.

•312 entires received
•SDGCC team shortlisted entries
based on the following Evaluation
criteria
•Relevance to SDGs
•Impact at the social/human level
•Effectiveness
•Scalability & Sustainability

Shortlisting of
entries

•Each of 5 Award
categories subdivided
into four sub categories
•Government
•NGO
•Corporate
•Individual/Academia

•90 entries shortlisted for
jury
Jury deliberation

Final 17
WINNERS &
2 SPECIAL
HUMANTARI
AN ACTION
AWARDS

The first screening of all entries was done by the SDGCC team. The 312 entries were shortlisted based
on the criteria of: relevance to SDGs, impact at the social/human level, effectiveness and scalability &
sustainability. (Criteria – Annex 2). Also, to ensure representation of all stakeholders, each award
category was sub-divided into 4 categories i.e. – Government, NGO, Corporate and Individual/Academia.
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Discussion among SDGCC Team to shortlist the entries for Jury

90 entries were shortlisted as seen in the table below

CATEGORY

Individual

Govt.

NGO

Corporate

TOTAL

SOCIAL

6

5

7

2

20

LEAVE NO ONE BEHIND

5

4

4

0

13

ENVIRONMENT

3

6

7

3

19

INTEGRATION

3

7

8

3

21

ECONOMIC

1

5

7

4

17

18

28

33

12

90

TOTAL
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Jury deliberations to select the final winner
The jury then deliberated on these 90 entries, scoring each entry out of 20 (5 marks/criteria). To be fair
to the other entries, there were two special entries, who had contributed across all SDGs and done so at
an unmatched and massive scale. These two entries were awarded ‘Special Humanitarian Action Award’.
The SDG Action Awards were awarded to 17 winners and special ‘Humanitarian Action Awards’ were
awarded to 2 individuals. (Listed in Executive Summary)
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VIRTUAL EVENT

SDGCC Punjab had a very clear vision that it did not want webinar or zoom call to award the winners.
Also, the event was a response to adapting to the new normal of conducting events while following the
norms of social distancing, working and connecting remotely. The Awareness Generation Lead, SDGCC
Punjab presented the idea of virtual event on lines of what corporates were doing for their product
launches once the lockdown was eased. This vision formed the basis of the very first virtual event not
only for Govt. of Punjab but also UNDP, India.

To begin the process, a ToR was drafted, clearly defining the deliverables sought from the agency i.e.
virtual event depicting venue and stage with SDGCC branding, streaming event for approx 200
participants, for a 2 hour event, dry run of the event 1-2 days prior to final event, live relay of event on
Facebook and YouTube etc. The agency was also responsible for engaging an emcee and recording her
according to the show flow finalised by SDGCC.
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The agency developed the virtual walk in of the event, which gave the 3D experience to the user as if
he/she had reached the venue, walked upto the registration desk, from there into the event hall where
the curtain rises and the event takes off. To ensure a successful event the agency required SDGCC to
freeze at the earliest the number of live speakers and the itinerary of the event (Annex 3).

The Emcee podium of the event

SDGCC was also asked to provide – event and partner logos, the emcee script, background brief about
UNDP, SDGs, SDGCC and the SDG Action Awards, brief profiles of the chief guests, speakers and the jury
members, the winner data (project & initiative pictures, videos, script for the supers) to develop winner
AVs.
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Once the technical details were sorted, the agency provided 2 login links; one for the
participants/attendees and the other for the live speakers. Once the dry-run on these links was done by
the SDGCC team, the login details were shared with the speakers for a final dry run. It was responsibility
of SDGCC to coordinate with the office of the Chief Guests and live speakers to get them online on time
and guide them through the show.

The talking points to Chief Guests (Resident Representative a.i, UNDP India and Chief Secretary, GoP)
and live speakers (Principal Secretary, Planning Deptt., GoP and Mr. Vivek Atray, Jury Chair) as well all
other jury members were provided by Awareness Generation Lead, SDGCC Punjab.
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The event had 2 components – a live component and a recorded component.
Live component comprised the welcome address by North Region Head, UNDP India, addresses by
Principal Secretary, Planning Deptt., GoP, Resident Representative a.i, UNDP India, Chief Secretary, GoP
and the Jury Chair in the stated order. The closing remarks and the thank you address by North Region
Head, UNDP India; were also live.

Recorded component comprised the emcee section (done over 10 hours against a green screen),
sections of jury giving a brief about the award category and announcing the winners, short winner videos
and acceptance speeches of special category award winners. The jury videos of all jury members (except
Mr. Tiwari residing in Noida (UP)) and the special awards winner, Mr. Oberoi were shot in-person at
their respective residences. The videos of special awards winner, Mr. Sood and jury member Mr. Tiwari
were sought remotely. The winner video clips were developed by the agency by putting together the
project pictures and videos submitted as part of the nomination process.
Minute to minute show flow was extensively discussed between SDGCC and the agency, as conducting
the event online left no scope for error.
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Multiple virtual meetings to finalise show flow
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MARKETING AND PROMOTION
COVID restrictions and paucity of time meant SDGCC had to look out for digital means of
communications, hence the approach adopted was to carry out paid marketing on social media
(Facebook, Instagram and Twitter) and engage the traditional media (Print and Radio) through
partnership.

2 press notes (Annex 4) were issued by the Department of Information and Public Relation (DIPR), GoP;
the official information channel for the entire state. These press notes were then picked up by all leading
newspapers of the state and featured in the print as well as digital editions.
The SDG Action Awards garnered more than 80 mentions in 3 languages – English, Punjabi and Hindi in
the span of 3 weeks (14th – 30th September). No cost was involved in this activity.
Besides press notes by GoP, prominent media houses were also contacted to tell about SDGs and the
SDG Action Awards. A one-hour virtual session was held with Punjab Kesri, Jagbani, HT and TOI as well
as Zee Punjabi as part of media outreach.
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Print coverage of the awards - more than 80 mentions in 3 languages –
English, Punjabi and Hindi
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The private radio channel with the
majority listener base in Punjab – MyFM
was approached by SDGCC to publicize
the

event

and

garner

maximum

nominations from across the state. The
channel gave the awards an inventory of
10 promos/day from

6th

Sept –

R Vinayak

28th Sept

(HT)

across its 3 cities – Chandigarh, Amritsar
& Patiala. The promo included RJ
mentions (30 seconds audio developed
by Awareness Generation Lead, SDGCC
Haryana) as well as bytes of Regional
Head - North, UNDP India and Principal
Secretary, Planning Deptt., GoP.
This activity was completely pro-bono
and was acknowledged

by SDGCC

Abhijay

through citation and certificate.

Timings of the(Punjab
radio spots
Kesri)

The social media platforms i.e. Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and YouTube were used as the main
marketing and promotion channels for SDG Action Awards awareness and publicity.
This was the only paid marketing activity and lead to significant reach across the state. The content i.e.
more than 60 posts each on Facebook & Instagram and more than 90 tweets have garnered more than
4.27 million impressions. The live relay of event on Facebook and YouTube got more than 20000 views
and counting. Twitter gathered 82100 impressions and more than 850 profile visits.
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The content comprised static infographics, GIFs,
informative videos about the SDG Awards nomination
process (in English and Punjabi languages).
The official twitter handle of GoP also tweeted about
the awards and the winner organizations (CII, Infosys
etc.) also tweeted and re-tweeted our posts.
A post event video is also being developed to inform
people about SDGs and inspiring them to keep working
in alignment with the sustainable development
principles.

Event tweeted by Govt. of Punjab
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Annex 3

SDG ACTION AWARDS – 28th September 2020
ITINERARY
Time
04:00 PM – 04:01PM
04:02 PM -04.05 PM
04.05 PM – 04.07 PM
04:07 PM – 04:12 PM
04:12 PM – 04:17 PM

Speaker
MC
Regional Head, UNDP
Principal Secretary
Planning Deptt., GoP
UNDP India, Country
Head
Chief Secretary, GoP

04:17 PM – 04:19 PM
04:22 PM – 04:32 PM

Jury Chairperson

04:32 PM – 04:33 PM
04:33 PM – 04:39 PM

MC
Jury member No. 1

04:39 PM – 04:40 PM
04:40 PM – 04:45 PM

MC
Jury member No. 2

04:45 PM - 04:47 PM
04:47 PM – 04:54 PM

MC
Jury member No. 3

04:54 PM – 04:56 PM
04:56 PM – 05:01 PM

MC
Jury member No. 4

05:01 PM – 05:02 PM
05:02 PM – 05:10 PM
05:11 PM – 05:05 PM
05:05 PM – 05:15 PM

MC
Special Action Award
MC
Regional Head, UNDP

Agenda
Welcome
Setting the Context
SDG in Punjab
SDGs in the light of ‘New Normal’
ADDRESS
Video on SDG Champions concept derived from
the entries received
SDG Champions – Context and selection
procedure
And
Felicitating Category 1 Champion
Brief about the category
And
Felicitating Category 2 Champion
Brief about the category
And
Felicitating Category 3 Champion
Brief about the category
And
Felicitating Category 4 Champion
Brief about the category
And
Felicitating Category 5 Champion
Awardees AV’s and HALL OF FAME of winners
Vote of Thanks
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